
Board Committee Meeting Notes

District Standards & Management

Meeting Date:    April 25, 2007

Present: Trustee Withrow (Chairperson), Trustee Gulassa, Vice Chancellor Haig, Assoc. Vice
Chancellor Jelks, General Counsel Nguyen, DAS President Bielanski, Instructor
Theresa Williams, recording secretary Weyand

3. Status of Grants at  Federal and State Levels - Earmarks

Mr. Jelks indicated that the district is still moving through grant earmarks – $900,000 for the
police program and $400,000 for nursing.   The nursing program grant will be used, but use of
the Highland Hospital site has run into a roadblock because of concerns regarding earthquake
retrofitting.  The County believe it might be able to receive an exemption that would make
Peralta’s move more viable.  An option would be for Peralta to build its own nursing complex.

Mr. Jelks informed that there are several bills in Sacramento, and that he and Chancellor Harris
will meet with Assemblypersons Sandre Swanson and Loni Hancock to discuss various
initiatives.   Of particular importance to Peralta are the following Legislative bills: AB413
regarding inmate education that would generate FTES for Peralta; SB139 regarding financial
aid for nursing students; SB691 that would waiver fingerprinting charges for nursing students;
AB668 that would improve student financial aid; AB554 relative to CalPERS; AB175 increasing
Cal and BOGG Grant awards for books and transportation; SB614 that would expand current
authority of community college districts to enter into design-build construction.

ACTION: Mr. Jelks will contact the California Foundation regarding the ASTI Program.

ACTION:   Jelks will submit synopsis of current legislation affecting community colleges
to committee membership.

7. Education Plan Update

In answer to an inquiry, Vice Chancellor Haig stated that the goals and table of contents have
been set for the college educational master plans; the district’s will be completed by June.  At
this time we are trying to come up with a policy of ranking/approval for growth, probation,
maintaining and watch-listing of programs and are sorting the five-year data in various ways.
Now the district must look at one program/one college and that will take a longer period of
time.   The first discipline data meeting will take place in August, 2008.   Dr. Haig addressed the
process being used by the colleges to review programs using data across programs and colleges
stating the need for extensive discussions to determine the criteria to be used to evaluate such
programs, especially voc ed.

Mr. Jelks stated that in the plan, criteria has been redefined so that an instructor could become
more entrepreneurial and forward-looking in order to increase enrollment.  Employment
opportunities in the various voc ed areas need to be thoroughly examined so that programs lead
to jobs.  In the new brochures, voc ed is touted as a “career track.”  Dr. Haig continued that
career tech education is the focus tying some voc ed programs to apprenticeship and ROP
programs.  Dr. Bielanski added that the colleges use quantitative criteria that one must conform
to and that are measurable.  

ACTION:     Dr. Haig and Mr. Jelks will return with examples of a measurable goal.
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5. Strategic Planning Process

Chair Withrow asked that in relation to setting and articulating goals, can the colleges and
district begin by choosing two to three and articulate those goals or sequence of goals in order
to get staff involved with what we are doing.  Counsel Nguyen indicated that at one point we
should set goals but one of the problems of goal setting with enrollment management is that
retention and persistence are masked because of the district’s emphasis on enrollment growth.
There is a need to go back to “who we are.”  Is the district a 22,000 FTES district or an 18,500
FTES district?  There is agreement among the strategic planning committees that there must
be strategies or goals within achievement of the main goal.  The overarching goals are: how
many students have we touched? (2) how much money do we spend getting those students
enrolled.  The McIntyre Report requires an analysis of who we are.  In order to use an
enrollment goal, we must identify who we are.   The district does have enrollment goals, but
the question is at what cost do we reach these goals.

Chair Withrow noted that one problem is that the district/colleges have been in this process
for two years and are not yet grounded, and measurable goals are needed.  He also noted the
lack of a tie to the community to answer the question where we want to end up.  

In summary, Counsel Nguyen indicated that the district/colleges are not ready for this right
now, but from the strategic planning component, we can only define those goals after McIntyre
comes back to us with the demographic study.  Before the McIntyre report, our goals should
be stated as a question, then analysis occurs and then the answer comes with variables.  

There was agreement that a goal must be articulated, stating what we want, with a timeframe
and how to get there  - this will define who we are as a district.   Trustee Gulassa added that
in addition to answering the question “who are we?” we must also answer the question “given
our community, what should we be?”

COMMITTEE CONSENSUS: There was committee consensus that Counsel Nguyen will
be the strategic planning liaison between the SMT, SPPAC and this committee.

Next Meeting of the Committee:    May 17, 2007, 4:00 PM

Submitted by Beth Weyand


